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Synopsis

Tort law remains a dynamic field, subject to constant refinement and rethinking. The Ninth Edition reflects these evolving developments in recent case law and legislative activity, as well as commentary ranging from the Third Restatement of Torts: Liability for Physical & Emotional Harm to emerging tort issues arising from the Internet. The principal focus of this book is the law of negligence, strict liability, and no-fault legislation as alternative approaches to compensating the victims of accidental harm and creating optimal incentives to safety. This leading casebook covers all major aspects of tort law with expertly edited cases, and original text. It also includes comprehensive chapters on intentional harm, damages and insurance, defamation, privacy, and economic torts.
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Customer Reviews

The model of this book is Topic w/ brief commentary, case, questions, tangential references, case, questions, tangential references...Doesn’t really help with concepts, just sort of lists things without showing how they fit together. One of my least favorite books I used.

Assigned book. I liked this text, the composition was helpful and I liked the note cases. However, I have nothing to compare it to as I don’t read tort books in my non-existent spare time during law school.

worst textbook ever. some cases does not match the concept my prof was trying to teach so it takes
forever to understand why the case was even there/or assigned. Even my prof agrees (then why the heck did he still assign the book? no one understands.) if your prof assigned this book for torts, go pray to Jesus and then buy one of the case brief books. you will need it. good luck.

good delivery, great book for students studying torts!

very good and cheap

this book has too many notes/note cases.

Great

GOOD
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